2018 HOROSCOPE Predictions &
Remedies Report
Dear ABC Ji:
It would be a pleasure for us to be able
to help you with your query. We have tried to address
your query at priority along with BONUSEs to help you.

Your Birth details:

abc
date of birth 16/10/1977
42=6/Modnay= Venus energy
time 5 am
place unnao uttar pradesh




Your birth kundli or horoscope













Transit position of all 9 planets and their impact on
your life
Dasha analysis or planetary period analysis
Your 2018 Horoscope can be read under the following
heads:

Effects of 9 planets as per birth chart
Year 2018 - an overview of 2018
Year 2018 - readings - career, finances, love,
marriage,
Year 2018 - month wise trends

Scientific Analysis

Something basic About You and your Destiny(self
Awareness always helps)- SPECIAL BONUS
 You could be likeable social and entertaining
 You could also be attractive ,sensitive and artistic
 But you have a strong combination of mars and
rahu, so you need to discipline your efforts
somewhat and not become rebellious in your way
of living or acting.
 You could be respected and eloquent in speech
 You could also be fairly original and independent
minded and way of doing things may be a bit
different from others.
 You could be fond of travel
 You could also be humanitarian – serving the
public
 You will have to share and face more than average
responsibilities in life- this is what your karmic
lesson in life is.
 The basic mantra is to avoid rebellion or
dominating tendencies all would be well for you.,
 If your energies are not well directed you may
become a bit aggressive in behavior. So YOGA is
highly recommended.
Also
 You could be attractive and charismatic
 You have leadership qualities and would shine in
public life. But you have to avoid domination of
any kind due to Jupiter and mars combination.
 You could be healthy and free from diseases
 You are clever in doing your work and could be
dutiful
 You could investigate into occult studies/astrology.
 Keep aggression and negative thoughts away by
doing YOGA.

 You have success through writing and publishing
 You have general betterment after 33 years of age


Year 2018 - an overview of 2018
 Mars-venus till 8/oct/18
 Mars-sun till end of 2018
Your Venus is just OK at around 13 degrees in the
house of family, it is with Saturn at 16 degrees, so it is
conjunct with Saturn. This could create issues in family
matters and career also to some extent as Saturn rules
your vighna bhava or house of obstacles with Aquarius
sign in the 6th bhava.
You have to be especially careful when Saturn is
retrograde in the coming year,April ending to august
2018 would need some extra care at your end. But
nothing to worry.
The coming year would be a year of introspection and
planning as well- when you would like to rethink about
life more. Your work responsibilities would increase
more than normal at home and office also.
Your interest in occult/tantra and astrology studies and
some extent spirituality could also increase now.
You have to avoid rash steps now and try to stay
peaceful as such.
REMEDIES>
Donate black things to poor people.= Saturn
Also Om Namoha shivaye 108 x as many times would
protect you.=for Saturn an

Donate to old age homes for rahu

IN the sun period as sun rules the 12th bhava, and sits
in 2nd bhava of family. Some chance of expenditure on
health and other factors could increase. Take good care
of eyes. Be less emotional and avoid any hasty or rash
steps will would be well for you. There could be
increased fights and emotional upsets if you are rash or
not forgiving. Just do YOGA and be compassionate and
hanuman chalisa would keep you safe.
REMEDIES:
OM Namoha shivaye 108 x as many times
BONUS Remedies:
OM sham shanaischaraye namaha 108 times or more
daily
BONUS 2018 further patterns and suggestions
Essentially you need to be prepared whatever
through.

comes

You could expect more work pressure, you could be
promoted and hence deal with more work now than
before.
Whatever recognition that you get is a result of your
past efforts.
You could expect some improvements salary .
Take care that you don't affect your health due to the
work pressure that you may face during this time.

Use organized approach to get job in hand done.



Year 2018 - readings - career, finances, love,
marriage,









Most of it already covered above- but some more
details.
FAMILY/FRIENDS: AVERAGE: Things may well
get slow, and fast both. Yes added work would be
on your shoulders.
JOB : ABOVE AVERAGE: go for a well planned
approach. Expect more work and responsibility to
be added
LOVE/ROMANCE: AVERAGE: Avoid getting too
busy with work and give some time to family and
personal matters as well.
FINANCE/STOCKS: ABOVE AVERAGE: Might be
slightly above average time period with regard to
finances/stocks- try to fetch maximum information
to have success





Year 2018 - month wise trends
Jan 2018
This could be an emotionally demanding and eventful
time. You have to retain your peace of mind and avoid
any hasty or rash actions now.
Do exercises to keep worry at bay. It is better to be
forgiving and not pick up quarrels.
Feb

The emotional load of the last month would go now and
there could be new kind of work and challenges that
you have to deal with. But positive.
Also try to keep your spirits high. Avoid lending of
money or anything else to others.
March
Matters may move a bit slow. You will need to focus on
details and dealing with slow movements now.
Expect to be rewarded at your office. The success rate
would be very high in this period. The health would
improve and the money inflow would also improve.
April
You will have more than average fun and outings. Make
best use of this period. Avoid haste and rashness. You
may have more energy and connect to more set of
people at personal or office front.
You may develop more cordial relationship with your
spouse. Also expect some gains in your office in terms
of recognition of your work. Your children may make
you feel proud.
May
Unexpected work/delays and surprise could be there.
You may feel like fighting back or rebelling. There could
be frustration. Just relax.
Guard yourself. This is a time you should take extra
care for your health. Try to be forgiving and avoid any
clashes with near and dear ones. Try to maintain your
position in office by maintaining a low profile. Keep a
check on expenses.

June
Good news may come your way. Atleast more
communications. Some positive changes would be
there.
Also In this month in general you could expect a
general mental anxiety which could make you feel
angry. You may feel tiered due to nervousness. Your
near and dear ones may go against you. Take care of
money/wealth in general and try to maintain your
position
July
Home or family and your responsibilities at work may
take your time more. Try to keep your mind cool as
may not be very supportive .
In general profitability would be less and take care
before you trust people. You could expect a negative
attitude from people and may cause trouble in the
head. Try to avoid bad company.
August
Time to introspect and analyze. You may feel like
replanning about life and matters. You may want time
alone.
This is a time to rejoice with friends and relatives.
People who oppose you would be subdued. You would
acquire wealth and health and may get an increase in
status.
September
Lot of work and responsibility could be on your
shoulders. Sudden events and situations could boggle
you.

Travelling could be a problem during this time. Don’t
simply trust anyone, no matter A friend. The health
could be affected and take care of the food you take.
There could be an impact on pleasures of bed.
Oct 2018
This could be an emotionally hard time at family and
also office matters.Keep your mind peaceful and
relaxed with YOGA.
Investments have to be very carefully made. You
may spend a lot. There is a Possibility of you being
worried or depressed. Avoid any kind of laziness or
getting depressed.
Nov 2018
There could be change and high degree of passion in
you. Avoid rash actions and try to maintain peace at
home.
This is a period when your wishes would be fulfilled and
you would get commensurate rewards to the effort
you put in. You could expect less trouble from
the health point and freedom from worries. You
may have increased flow of money and other
materialistic things.
Dec 2018
Matters may move slow. But your business meetings
could increase. You may connect to more people this
time at office and home. Keep your cool.
This is a period when you may feel some lack of
enthusiasm. Take care of the health of your wife and
children. Avoid any possible conflicts with your near
and dear ones.

You may have to travel with not many rewards.
Stomach needs to be taken care off.

We wish you all the best in Life,
Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com

For any Clarification Regarding This Report–
Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id
Given Below:
astrozing.com@gmail.com

